Sleep reinvented.

The Octaspring® Promise
You’ll fall asleep faster, sleep deeper and wake up feeling
more refreshed – that’s what sleeping on the next generation of
mattress means – that’s the difference Octaspring makes.

Sleep reinvented.

Willy Poppe dedicated his life to sleep innovation.
His masterpiece is the Octaspring® – an eight-sided memory
foam spring, which moves and supports three dimensionally,
allowing eight times more ventilation than traditional
memory foam, and delivering supreme comfort. With specially
designed support zones and layers of Octaspring springs, your
mattress is working hard to help you sleep deeply.

“I knew there had to be a better way of
sleeping. My three dimensional Octaspring is
the key to the comfort, support and ventilation
you need for your best nights’ sleep ever.”

Willy Poppe
Award winning technology:

8x more breathable
Traditional memory foam mattresses cradle the body for great support
however they are also known to be hot and humid. Without adequate
ventilation, the sleep surface gets hot, causing you to perspire and your
sleep to be disturbed.
Octaspring® has been proven to be 8 x more breathable than
traditional memory foam mattresses. The unique Octaspring® ventilation
system provides a constant airflow – body movements push warm
humid air out of the specially designed sides of the mattress, drawing fresh
air back in, it’s like the Octaspring® actually breathes – thus providing a
fresh healthy sleeping surface night after night giving the whole mattress
that ‘clean sheets’ feeling.

UP TO

8

BODY ZONES

Truly body zoned

360 degree comfort

The breathable honeycomb springs are also
created in different strengths and densities
and layered into body zones which offer soft
and accepting comfort, underpinned with
a back-supporting, body-zoned core. The
Octaspring is the first truly zoned Memory
Foam mattress offering specific support to
your head, shoulders, torso and legs.

Octaspring® performs like nothing else,
hundreds of individual foam springs move three
dimensionally cradling your body in complete
comfort. Each individual Octaspring® spring
dynamically conforms to the contours and
movements of your body in all sleeping
positions reducing pressure points and
promoting a healthy blood flow.

Luxurious details
The new Octaspring mattress cover is made from award
winning Superstretch™ fabric, that can stretch up to 50% more
in each direction than traditional fabric, giving you additional
comfort, bringing out the softness and sensation of Octaspring
memory foam springs, which will cradle you in a deep sleep.

The top part of the cover is completely
removable and washable without removing
the entire cover. Now it is so easy to keep your
mattress cover fresh at all times.

In case you need to move your mattress, we have
made it even easier with the built in "invisible"
handles, that can be discreetly hidden
underneath the mattress.

ecofresh
We have also added a next generation,
environmentally friendly Ecofresh anti-allergenic
protection, which is made from natural probiotic
ingredients that help protect your mattress from
allergens, dust mites and bacteria in a new and
natural way.

Octaspring® Hybrid

Sleep is personal
We know that everybody’s sleep is personal and we believe in creating customised
comfort for everyone. We have created 3 Octaspring® concept ranges, which
combine traditional, modern and natural materials with the revolutionary
Octaspring® technology, to create personalised comfort and support for everyone.
Comfort is not just about how soft or firm a mattress is, but also about how the
structure of the mattress supports your body, ensuring proper spinal alignment and
support for your back throughout the night. Independent sleep studies have shown
that eight out of ten people prefer the feel of an Octaspring mattress

Traditional feel
& firmer support
Combining our unique
Octaspring® technology
with a traditional
pocket spring layer, we
have created a more
traditional luxurious
mattress feel, with the 8x
more breathable
Octaspring® springs.

Octaspring® Memory

Octaspring® Latex

Pure Octaspring
comfort & sensation of
softness

Premium touch of
complete relaxation

Indulge in pure
Octaspring® comfort and
choose the softness level
you love from one, two or
three layers of
Octaspring® springs with
the extraordinary
breathability.

Enjoy a blend of premium
materials and modern
technology that brings
you to a new level of
comfort and relaxation
from our most luxurious
mattresses.

Octaspring Hybrid & Latex Collections

Octaspring® Memory Collection

Octaspring® Hybrid

Octaspring® 5500

A perfect hybrid of modern and traditional, the
cradling comfort of breathable memory foam
Octaspring® springs, with the even weight
distribution and great support offered by a layer of
traditional pocket springs - a really great feel with
medium/firm support - truly the best of both worlds.

The Octaspring® 5500 mattress gives you the great feel
and comfort of a traditional memory foam mattress, without
the heat and humidity - delivering a deep and restful sleep
that will keep you cool and fresh all night long.
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Octaspring® Hybrid Plus

Octaspring® 6500

The Hybrid Plus has all the benefits of our
Octaspring® Hybrid but with deeper and more
supportive layers of memory foam and breathable
3 zone memory foam Octaspring® springs which all sits
on a foundation of over a thousand pocket springs for
even weight distribution.

Experience remarkable ventilation with the unique
Octaspring® 6500 mattress made from two layers of the
unique Octaspring® foam springs.
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Octaspring® Tribrid

Octaspring® 8000

The new Octaspring® Tribrid mattress is a truly unique
combination of the three best mattress technologies all in one innovative sleeping experience. The award
winning Octaspring® memory foam springs arranged
in 3 body zones are topped with a luxurious layer of
latex which all sits on a foundation of over a thousand
pocket springs for even weight distribution.

The Octaspring® 8000 is our most popular and versatile
mattress made of three deep layers of the unique
Octaspring® foam springs.The Octaspring® 8000 mattress
has a medium feel, arranged in 3 Octaspring® comfort
layers.
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Octaspring® 9500

Octaspring® 8500

Experience our unique Octaspring® technology, with a
difference, as we’ve taken our most sumptuous 8500
mattress Octaspring spring core and added in a
luxurious layer of latex to create the new top-of-therange Octaspring® 9500 mattress.

Our deepest and most luxurious Octaspring® the 8500
mattress provides unrivalled ventilation that keeps you cool
and fresh all night long, while delivering superb comfort
and cradling memory foam support for your entire body.
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Toppers

Pillows

Now everyone can benefit from
Octaspring® technology thanks to
our incredible range of Mattress
Toppers, taking your existing
mattress to the next level of comfort
and performance. The perfect
introduction to Octaspring
technology, you’ll enjoy all the
benefits of an Octaspring mattress
at a fraction of the cost.

The Octaspring technology in your
mattress works equally well in your
pillow. There are two pillows in
the Octaspring range – the True
Evolution pillow is deeper and
plusher to suit side sleepers; the
True Evolution Compact pillow
is slimmer to perfectly suit back
(and/or front) sleepers. However
you sleep, as soon as your head
touches the pillow, you’ll know
you’ve made the right choice.
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Built in Octaspring® technology, acts like an eighth sense and
responds intuitively to your weight and head positioning,
allowing the head to sink into the pillow to achieve a natural
spinal alignment. This in turn reduces muscle tension during
sleep and ensures less aches and pains in the morning.

True Evolution Compact pillow
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The True Evolution Compact pillow is designed with people
who sleep on their backs (and/or front) in mind, whilst
improving comfort and relaxation with Octaspring®
technology.

Made entirely of memory foam Octaspring® springs, our
topper transforms your old mattress into the most comfortable
and luxurious memory foam bed that cools, comforts and
cradles you night after night.
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The Octaspring® Body Zone Topper is made up of 5 zones of
Octaspring® foam springs in different firmnesses, arranged
in support zones to create a sleeping environment which
gives more support where your body is naturally heavier and
more comfort where your body is lighter.

Divans & Bedsteads

Our range of superior divans & bedsteads compliment your
Octaspring® mattress perfectly. Offering a stylish and
practical solution, you’ll find one to match your style, your taste
and your lifestyle. Our adjustable divan takes your sleeping,
comfort and support to another level. Your bedroom is your
sanctuary so why not enjoy the ultimate in luxury.

Tiffany divan

Tiffany ottoman

Elegance comes in simple things, like this Tiffany divan bed,
that fits any style and any bedroom. So versatile, you can mix
and match it with any headboard creating your own
individual style. Upholstered with beautiful Belgium textiles, this
divan base is proudly hand made in Great Britain. The
Octaspring® Tiffany divan will bring a timeless elegance to
every bedroom.

Tiffany Ottoman is an ideal solution for maximising your bedroom
storage. The contemporary design can be combined with a range
of headboards and a easy lift-up system makes opening effortless.

Expand your bedroom storage with a choice of practical
drawers or ottoman options (see next page).

The opening can be specially ordered from either the left, right
hand side or front. The platform style base reveals the extremely
generous storage area.

Drawer options:
no drawers
no drawers

2 drawers
2 drawers

4 drawers
4 drawers

Ottoman opening options:

2 continental +
regular 2 drawers
2 continental +
2 regular drawers

left hand side opening

right hand side opening

front opening

Venice divan

The gorgeous, opulently cushioned Venice divan base will
transform your bedroom into a luxurious retreat. The lavish
buttoning detail adds a timeless elegance to this design.
The Venice headboard fits any divan, but is the perfect partner
for the Venice divan.
Expand your bedroom storage with a choice of
practical drawers.

Roma divan

Add the perfect finishing touch to your bedroom with the Roma
divan. We love the attractive vertical fluting on this headboard and
matching footend giving this style a modern twist. This softly
cushioned divan bed adds comfort and style, and is in keeping in
both classic and modern design schemes. Choose from a selection
of stylish colours to best suit your décor.

Drawer options:

Drawer options:

Expand your bedroom storage with a choice of practical drawers.

no drawers
no drawers

2 drawers
2 drawers

4 drawers
4 drawers

2 continental +
regular 2 drawers
2 continental +
2 regular drawers

no drawers
no drawers

2 drawers
2 drawers

4 drawers
4 drawers

2 continental +
regular 2 drawers
2 continental +
2 regular drawers

Drawer options:
no drawers
no drawers

2 drawers
2 drawers

Drawer options:
4 drawers
4 drawers

2 continental +
regular 2 drawers
2 continental +
2 regular drawers

Loire divan

Our Loire buttoned divan bed will add understated
elegance to any bedroom thanks to its simple lines. The
luxurious upholstered headboard is tall and finished
with classic buttoning with matching footend.

Loire ottoman

Loire divan is also available as an Ottoman and is the
ideal solution for maximising bedroom storage.
Available with left or right hand side opening.

no drawers
no drawers

2 drawers
2 drawers

4 drawers
4 drawers

2 continental +
regular 2 drawers
2 continental +
2 regular drawers

Revive divan
Choose contemporary luxury with the Revive
divan base. The tall, wide headboard with its sleek
vertical lining and the diamante buttons is certain to
make an impact in any bedroom.

Revive ottoman

Revive divan is also available as an Ottoman and is
the ideal solution for maximising bedroom storage.
Available with left or right hand side opening.

Tuscany
adjustable divan
For the ultimate in comfort and relaxation choose our
Tuscany adjustable divan bed. Find your perfect position
for reading, watching TV or sleeping with a touch of button
on your remote control. The wooden slatted base flex to
your body shape, weight and movement giving a firm yet
supportive foundation for your Octaspring mattress.
Our Tuscany adjustable divan base comes in 6
contemporary colours and has 3 adjustable positions to
choose from. Head up for reading, foot up for resting your
legs and both head and foot up for those comfy evenings in
your bed watching TV.

Available colours:

Adjustable positions:

head up

Cayenne grey

Cayenne brown

foot up

head & foot up

Cayenne black

Drawer options:
Add two drawers at the end of the
bed for extra storage in your bedroom.
White sand

Brown sugar

Silver mist
no drawers

2 drawers

Headboards

Venice headboard
The gorgeous, opulently cushioned
Venice headboard will transform your
bedroom into a luxurious retreat.

Choose from our range of modern & traditional
headboards available in 8 fantastic colours for
the perfect finishing touches.

Headboard height: 138cm

Roma headboard
Palermo headboard
The Palermo headboard is
designed to complement our Tiffany
divan base. This modern headboard
will suit any bedroom.

The Roma headboard suits perfectly
classic and modern design schemes with
the vertical lines.

Headboard height: 138cm
Headboard height: 124cm

Milano headboard
The Milano headboard adds comfort,
style and a touch of luxury to your
bedroom. A clean modern design
features stylish horizontal lines.

Loire headboard
Add understated elegance to any
bedroom thanks to its simple lines and
classic buttoning, with matching
tall footend.

Headboard height: 138cm

Headboard height: 124cm

Castello headboard
The Castello headboard beautifully
complements the Tiffany divan. Clean,
modern design, this headboard will
create a designer look in your bedroom.

Headboard height: 124cm

Revive headboard
The tall, wide headboard with its sleek
vertical lining with inset diamante buttons
is certain to make an impact to any
bedroom.

Headboard height: 138cm

Fabric colours

white sand

silver mist

brown sugar

chocolate

midnight

cayenne grey

*self assembly required

Verona bedstead
The Verona bedstead is a timeless classic that features a large and simple
design. Made from a solid wood frame with beech sprung slats this solid
and hardwearing bedstead would look great in any bedroom.

cayenne brown

cayenne black

*self assembly required

Florence bedstead
This beautiful sleigh style Florence bedstead will be a statement piece in any
bedroom. Slightly curved headboard with an equally lavish footboard brings
elegance and style and is softly cushioned and upholstered with soft faux velvet
fabric in a choice of four exclusive shades pebble, camel, taupe and granite.

Available colours:

Angora

Camel

Add two extra spacious drawers for extra storage in your bedroom.

2 drawers

Imperia bedstead
The Imperia bedstead will bring drama and impact in your bedroom thanks to
its striking contemporary design. It has gently curved wings, lavish buttoning
and diamond pattern seams. As it’s tall and slightly wider than the bed giving
a feeling of opulence and grandeur. This luxurious upholstered headboard is
available in four exclusive colours.

Available colours:

Pebble

Birch

Add two extra spacious drawers, for extra storage in your bedroom.

Drawer options:
no drawers

*self assembly required

Drawer options:
Taupe

Granite

no drawers

2 drawers

Wild Oak

Greystone

Sleep soundly
Octaspring’s 20 Year Limited Guarantee
Octaspring® mattresses are made from the highest
quality materials and manufactured to exacting
standards. It is for this reason that we can offer a 20
year limited guarantee.

Enviromentally friendly
We use up to 50% less material in production of
Octaspring® springs, which results in a 30-50%
lighter final product. This considerably reduces
CO2 emissions, while transporting and delivering
mattresses to you.
The lack of metal in the springs, helps reduce
consumption of natural non - renewable resources metal and according to Eco-99 standards
Octaspring® leaves 50% less environmental impact
than traditional metal springs and up to 30% less
environmental impact than full foam products.

Sleep reinvented.

Dormeo UK Ltd.
Cavendish House, Bourne End Business Park,
Cores End Road, Bourne End, Bucks, SL8 5AS

tel: 01628 819055
sales@dormeo.co.uk
www.dormeo.co.uk/octaspring

